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Abstract 
In China, ethnographic films has been exsisting for over 90 years.After the 
establishment of the People’s Republic of China,the practice on ethnographic films 
has gone through a road from the policy aiming to “Culture Rescue” to a status 
including multielement subjects due to “Reform and Opening-up” policiy, reaching 
uncommon achievements.Paritcularly in 1990s,within the context of “New 
Documentary Movement”,ideas on enthnographic film-making changed a lot.From 
then on,a large number ethnnographic films which are not made for science research 
or teaching have showed up,entering public view and arousing the concern on the 
subjects relating how the traditional people live and exist in different areas and fields. 
For film and television industry, Cultural Anthropology offers a wider view and 
more profound motives.For another thing,research from Visual Anthropology draw 
attention on the scientificity of the films,standing on the point of 
Antropology.However,ethnographic films can be seen as art productions also,which 
contain enrich poetry. 
This article regard the excavation for “the reality of significance” as the charm of 
ethnographic films.Therefore,ethnographic films shall do “the creative treatment of 
actuality” like other documentary works do,so that they can express spriritual core of 
humanity. To generate poetry, the excavation deep down the inward world is the only 
route which must be passed for these films. 
This article draw attention spriritual core and artistic expression in contemporary 
China’s enthnographic films. Narrative structure,camera language,ideological 
implication and so on in several typical enthnographic films have been analyzed 
within it,combing classic film-study theories,related documentatry-study 
achievements and European literary theory of romanticism,so that this article seek to 
demonstrate the ways in which “poetry” can be expressed,hoping to offer 
demystification for the practice on China’s enthnographic films. 
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